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Open Brief / Open Letter
 NLF-behavior

to

NancySkevell in NLF sexual education  

Paul mcCartney's  girlfriend has NLF-decision to make for self-esteem...   

27 september  2008

Nancy,

You & I have to educate NLF Young adults on  self-esteem, Love & sex here.

Where do we start?
As a result of the Slave-drivers mentality of Fake Saint Paul, you are about to marry a man who abuses 
women who are too poor & too lawless. 
Don't! Or do you want to be Slave-drivers-woman too?

Before you marry Paul - or any other Lover - you have to make sure wedlock is about you, trust, faith in 
the future, valid friendships in justice, fairness in the education of kids... and much more...

We both know what Paul has done to us in 2008... and still is doing....
He took innn.... ALL my Love-talks, afterwards he made Love to you. Sex.
Showed you off to the world, while hiding me. 
AMEN, but NO Galaxy-love!

The first thing you have to do now, is sort out if Paul & you can have 'wedlock-prove sex' without my 
Love-talks. 

Second, you have to level with the fact that he treats me as an official Slave and wants to make money 
out of me, ICC & NLF. You have to restore his criminal behavior in his relationships with my case, No 
LandminesUK and all others who have to suffer due to his 'way of doing business'. 

In my opinion you may only marry Paul, after he has gone through a personality-change:
● Respect & Love all women, men & kids even when they are too poor & too lawless
● Voluntary implements laws & treaties for All of Us
● Talks to Earth from a fair system, without manipulations, lies or people who have to pay for his 

Love

Nancy-woman, when you survive all these tasks you have my blessings for wedlock..., from my 
traineeship for Almost Goddess of Wishdom. Only than you & I will be able to build wisdom together, 
regardless the Devil in Paul. 

Self-esteem
You have made a mistake with the Tel Aviv-concert. Accepted all Pauls' manipulations - temporarily - and 
bought yourself some security  to make 'criminal friendship work'.  Exploitation of war-victums for more 
copagny-assets & holiday-lifestyle only.
 
You overlooked the NLFs you could have build before take off... 
When Paul would have invested about 10.000 euro in me, officially by letter... and I would have put that 
letter on the desk of the ICC-judge...your journey would have been less Slavery from the start on... 
And you would not have had to invest 1.5 million pounds/euro's in security in Israel.
Because Moslims, war-victums or other poor & lawless persons would not have been so angry with the 
arguments for having this concert. 

I do forgive you, because the Tel Aviv-concert had to prove to me too 'how much of a Slaver-driver Paul 
is'. Never I expected you to call me with the question:'how can we level in present tence', now Paul is 
unfair to both of us. You can't see in a few months what I have to go through. Especially not when Paul 
hides me from you. 
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NLF-boundaries 
You have to make a new - legally fair - system work.
I promised 'victums of Pauls concert to bring him to ICC-courtroom and make him pay for the war-crimes 
he committed = make him pay for the fact that he misuses me & ICC as a very cheap security-measures, 
while not giving anything in return for it'. 
Of course, I have to take care of myself & kids first, but I also want to keep this promise to NLF-readers 
for peace-building. 

War-criminals abroad learned to trust my truth. I want to expand trust, not misuse or slavery.
Want readers to comprehend 'that there are other ways of doing business, despite the fact that powerful 
rulers prefer to keep civilians lawless and in pain'. Despite the fact the president, prosecutors of ICC are 
war-criminals themselves, protected by UN.....

You have to make your own choice....
But I want you to create your own starting-point against crimes against humanity:

● No wedlock with Paul, before he has payed for his criminal behavior
● No sex, when he fools you around with Love-talks of an other woman
● Trust the implementation of Galaxy-powers bigger than yourself for Love for All of Us

I the meantime, I promise you.. I shall not have sex with Paul. Love-talks are over.

 
Have a good day for EQ-inspiration,
Desiree Stokkel 
Donkerelaan 39 
2061 jk Bloemendaal in NL


